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CLASSIFIED INFORMATION --- DO NOT DISSEMINATE

Date: September 6, 2013
Location: Moscow; Beijing; Tehran
Content: Discussion of USA response to the sarin gas attack in Syria as a false pretext to 
launch missile attacks

Transcript of conversation from tapped teleconference line (NSA transcription from 
September 3, 2013)
Three following heads of state were present on the call:
(1) Russian President Vladimir Putin
(2) Chinese President Xi Jinping
(3) Iranian Supreme Leadder Ayatollah Ali Khamenei

Telephonic conversation began at 5:44 UTC

````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````
Mr.Putin opened up the conversation with a long introduction as follows:

"Comrades, the Americans are still determined to launch missile strikes on Syria based on 
fabricated evidence around the sarin gas attack.  They themselves provided all the 
logistical support for those chemical weapons releases with the assistance of Israel and 



France. Being a former colony, France had all the coordinates established from previous 
covert operations.  The MOSSAD also had several agents involved in the conveyance of 
the sarin gas from Saudi Arabia into Syria.  The rebels were used unwittingly to carry out 
the actual attack, but had no idea of what was happening.  How could they … would they 
want to  die in the middle of the covert op?  Of course, the Saudis also had their 
moneymen on the scene paying off whoever had to be paid for the sake of silence and 
compliance. 

"We wonder just how stupid Obama and Kerry think we are.  Do they really think we will 
allow them to turn Syria into another Libya?  As if we will give up our only naval base in 
the Mediterranean at Tartus.  Boy this kid doesn't have too much between the ears, does 
he Xi?

"Anyway, what we have to do to prevent these amateurs from putting a match to the 
Mideast tinderbox is trick them into doing the right thing.  Their internal politics and 
foreign affairs have degenerated into such a sordid, sad and self-serving process 
that anything or anybody can get chewed up and spit out without knowing what the hell 
happened.  Therefore, I propose we move quickly to give these diplomatic children a way 
out.  You know, they're way too stupid to figure it out for themselves.  That Kerry looks 
like he's halfway between comatose and catatonic … you gotta see him up close in a face-
to-face meeting.  Kind of like a cross between Herman Munster and Frankenstein!  Pretty 
darn scary when you can lie with such a straight face!!!  Especially when those lies lead 
to so much unnecessary
carnage and bloodshed. 

"As for Obama, we need to school him on how to address other heads of state.  He seems 
to lack any knowledge of the written and unspoken protocols.  We're talking REAL wet 
behind the ears.  Super duper neophyte calling me a "bored kid".  Wonder which lab he 
was developed in as most of those test  tube politicians are given some serious training at 
very young ages.  Boy, did they break the mold after he was hatched!  What a proverbial 
piece of work.

"I've got much more to share, Comrades, some of which is top secret, but let's hear from 
you both.

````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````
Mr. Jinping responds with the following comments:

"Apparently   Americans   believe   they  function  as  United   Nations.  They   no   need   
approval   from   Security   Council   anymore  to   attack   anyone,   anywhere,   anytime, 
  anyhow.



We   still  trying   to    figure   out    who   gave    them    that   power.
We   know   for   sure   Elvis    is     dead.
Anyway,     we    are    watching    them    very    closely      to    see     where   power    
comes    from.
Someone    once    said     on    the    internet,   and     I    quote:   
         'USA   has    unlawfully     arrogated     power    unto     itself      to     kill     
anybody    they  want   to    anywhere,   anytime,   anyhow.     Sound     a      lot    like     
the     SUPREME     BEING    to    me!'

"Anyway,     our    strategy     is    more    of      the      same.     Sit     back.     Watch    our 
    back.     And   continue     to      sell      all     the      Treasuries     we       can      for       
5    cents      on      the      dollar.     We're      down     to      about     two   trillion ,     so      
we      will      be      very      patient       like    we      Chinese     always     are.

````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei then chimed in as follows:

"Yes, these Americans are quite a bunch of cowards, aren't they?
They constantly are committing atrocities and blaming others.
Then they gang up with Britain or France or NATO, and always 
with Israel, to carry out their covert agenda wreaking death and
destruction EVERYWHERE they go.

"What must we do to unveil their nefarious deeds this time around?
Hasn't the world seen enough of their horrible handiwork.  I mean
Good God, or rather, Allahu Akbar, when will the people of the
world wake up?!  How many false flag attacks do the other nations
have to witness before they start fingering the parties responsible,
and drag them before the Hague.  These devils need to be sent to the
the waterless region for the rest of eternity.  Allahu Akbar ! ! !

"I'm with you, Vlad.    We need to trick these imbeciles into doing
the right thing.  How about we make an offer to Bashar to allow his
chemical weapons to be confiscated.  That will at least postpone the 
immediate hailstorm of cruise missiles the friendly Americans have
planned.  By the way, we wonder if Assad really has any chemical
weapons or have the WMD of Iraq now been found in Syria.
Allahu Akbar ! ! !         

````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````
President Putin then responds:



"You guys have really been great … you saw the false flag operation from the very 
beginning just like we did.  I mean these Americans just won't give up, will they?  Even 
after destroying the whole country of Iraq on the basis of false data and fabricated docs 
about WMD, here they are again trying the same ole game again in Syria?!  Let's face it, 
they do have the false flag MO down pat.   Can you believe these clowns (You saw 
Obama the rodeo clown at the Missouri State Fair, didn't you?) got away (NOT) with 
9/11.  I mean Building #7 was pulled down the very same day and it wasn't even hit by a 
plane.  You gotta love those Americans for being so hopelessly addicted to TV.   You can 
tell them just about anything and they'll believe it.  However, that's all about to change 
because what happens in those 50 states has too much influence around the world for the 
rest of us to bear.

"Are you with us Xi?  How about you, Ali?

"From this point forward, where it concerns the Americans and their allies, you're either 
with us or against us.  Otherwise they will just continue their little divide and conquer 
game ALL DAY LONG.  Don't know about you guys but this Hegelian Dialectic has got 
us bathing in wodka.  What next -- are they going to trigger a volcano in the Arctic that 
melts the whole ice cap and then claim all the oil and gas up there, too?  Wouldn't put it 
past BP, Exxon Mobil, Chevron, Total, Royal Dutch Shell and all the other supermajors, 
just like they've done everywhere else on the planet.

"The bottom line is that Obama and Kerry and Powers and Rice are nothing but unpaid 
barkers for the Oil & Gas Industry.  Nothing but hacks and flacks, shills and lackeys.  US 
foreign policy revolves around oil and gas reserves, conduits, refineries, anywhere they 
can gain control.  Look at what they did in Ossetia by goading Georgia into a military 
assault on innocent civilians.  These guys are brutal and will do absolutely anything for 
black gold.  You talk about the ravages of  Black Gold Fever!!  This crowd is delirious 
with bad judgment so hell-bent are they on capturing all the world's reserves by stealth, 
or by outright military aggression, or by slight of hand, or by premeditated duplicity. 

"By the way, I did talk to one of the expert scientists at the Serbsky State Scientific 
Center for Social and Forensic Psychiatry here in Moscow.  They told us that the 
Americans are dealing with a very, very serious addiction.  Some of them, like in 
Louisiana, are so addicted that they have a cup of oil in the morning instead of coffee.  
Then they turn around and have a shot of natural gas in the evening before bed.  Hey, we 
do wodka, they do petrochemical cocktails.  To each his own.

```````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````
President Xi then added:



"You  can  not     blame    them     for        trying     to     escape    from
 the     likes    of   Obama   and   Kerry,    Biden    and    McDonough,    
Reid     and   Pelosi,   Power    and    Rice,    Clinton    and    Clinton.          
These     guys    (and      gals)      are      as      scary       as    it gets ! ! !
Look     what     we     just     received     from     US     diplomatic     
mission     in     Beijing   in   their   latest   written    invitation     back     
to      negotiating    table?

````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````
President Putin then quickly changed the subject as follows:

"Surely you both know by now what this whole Syrian op is all about … … …  
Here's the intro to a recently published piece that our FSB has been vetting:

"Is the reported willingness of Arab Gulf states to fund a U.S. military 
campaign in Syria really about major oil and gas interests that run through 
the country?

The potential for trillions of dollars of energy revenue in deals that snake 



through Syrian territory may be a motivating factor for the U.S., Russia, 
Turkey and Arab states in the current Syria crisis."

````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````

Ayatollah Ali Khamenei then unexpectedly and excitedly interrupted Mr. Putin as 
follows:

Before you reveal any more highly classified information, perhaps we ought to have IT 
security check for  any NSA PRISM  …. (phone lines of all three parties go dead) 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Conference termination:
Without explanation or apology, the call was then ended abruptly at 6:34 UTC.
There were no technical difficulties noted.
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* PRISM Productions is happy to assist with the exposing of other false flags operations 
which are perpetrated by any of the aforementioned characters.    
Our Motto:  "The only false flags that work are the ones that are not exposed" 


